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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Omega Pattern is a Visual Novel which offers a variable multiple-choice decision system. This means that both the number of
decision points and the number of choices or options that you will find in those decision points may vary according to your

previous decisions during the game.

SYNOPSIS

The world where the Omega Pattern story happens is seemingly normal, similar to the one we live in. However, genetics and
fate mean that a few individuals are born with a kind of Pattern or special brain signal which lets them develop unique and

varied psychic skills that are determined by their life experiences, which form their behavior and character.

From the shadows, an organization known as Bioagora controls the world according to its own interests thanks to the power and
influences that they get, in part, from their Agents. These Agents are people who own the Pattern and have been coerced,
bought, forced and even captured against their will to be brainwashed and indoctrinated, so they can faithfully serve the

Bioagora.

Shaiel� (21 years old), a man who possesses the Pattern, has found himself forced to live in secrecy in order to avoid falling
into the hands of the Bioagora. However, as time passes, it gets more difficult to escape from a power which is increasing

exponentially. Seeking for allies has become a unavoidable, and it seems that the only alternative available are the Celtas; a
small and poorly organized group with unorthodox methods, whose plan to face the Agents and restoring an order different to
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the Bioagora’s seems near impossible.

As the rest of the population stay impassive in a gray world, Shaiel will have Shaiel to play his cards right and find out the truth
hidden by the Bioagora, the Celtas and himself.

FEATURES

Become the Main Character: Decide what to do in the most relevant moments of Shaiel’s past. This will determine his
current personality and therefore his psychic abilities and the decisions that you will be able to take in the future.

3 Story Lines: Access to 3 significantly different story lines, which means that you will have a high replay experience
where you will find suspense, action, drama, comedy, horror and romance.

+6 Hours: The variable multiple-choice decision system that we have implemented for the first part of the visual novel
can grant you up to 6 hours of gameplay or more.

Mobile Optimized: You will enjoy the same experience both in the Desktop (PC and Mac), Mobile and iPad versions.

 Full HD: 2048×1536 resolution for iPad users and 1920×1080 for Desktop and Mobile users.

Manga Anime Style: 100% original illustrated material.

Original Sound Track: An OST that creates the perfect atmosphere in every situation.

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE CONTROL

Skip Toggle: S.

Skip Unread: Ctrl.

Cancel/Back/In-game Menu: Escape/Right Click.

Confirm: Enter/Space/Left Click.

Up/Down/Left/Right on Menus: Arrows.

PROJECT

This is the first part of the Omega Pattern Visual Novel. To know more about the project, visit the Blog and FAQ section of the
Omega Pattern website and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Title: OMEGA PATTERN - VISUAL NOVEL
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Borokai Studio
Publisher:
Borokai Studio
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Pentium 4 2.1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please, try the free demo before purchasing. Thanks.

English
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This plane is my first (other than the f-15) in DCS and I have to say I love it! The cockpit is fully clickable and the plane is very
simple to learn compared to other fully interactive cockpits. It serves me as a trainer which is what is designed to do. I
recommend it if you are just getting into DCS like me.. Early Review and subject to chang:

I bought this game for about $7.50 and it's my first escapist game. The first level was a bit slow but that can be forgiven because
it's a tutorial level. Second level came along and I am seriously bored to death. It feels like this game could have been great if it
was just an open world style survival game, but the stupid chores they have you doing are seriously awful. I'll update if I ever
give it enough time to move further.. Short and sweet time travel puzzle game with charm.. What??? You mean for $1 I can re-
enact that sick 70's Epic Roman Porno flick from Penthouse as a cute Zelda\/Pokemon type J-RPG? SIGN ME THE HELL UP
NOW!!!. Graphic wise this does look like a 2009 game. It is fairly ok to look at, at max settings.
But combat wise and mechanics in general this game is way too clunky.

To compare with Half-Life which was released in 1998 for PC, that game is still today better by many times. Just to give a
reference of where shooting games should start out from as minimum.

Damnation is sadly way too unpolished a game, which could have been much more with its atmosphere and all. Too bad.

Good thing I only put down 2\u00bd euros for it.. Awesome game.. I really dont like attacking small developers so hate doing
this but...

This does for casual pool games what "grass simulator" did for FPS games. Honestly, this is not even ready for early access, alot
more work should have been put in before opening to the public to have a go.

Before getting others to play this, I would:

1) make it work, so balls for example dont get super-glued to the table as they sometimes are.
2) add sound, fix some of the most obvious bugs
3) add THE RULES OF POOL, I mean player 1 pots they get another go, but when player two pots they dont and for some
reason missing the ball doesnt count as a foul???

Good luck with the project, but to be honest I wouldnt have made it public at all yet (not even for free).. The perfect example of
an easy-to-learn but hard-to-master game.
The menu and options could do with an overhaul but I doubt it'll ever happen.. It's the best.. abstract asteroids on alien acid
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lame is the correct way of saying how it is, very confusing menu and the bloom is off the chart... craft not even set on the
controller. Old but still a good game. I did however miss more camera controls buts its still good fun.

- U sunk my battleship. If you want to play this game properly, then you need to drink vodka when you play. I know this because
I have slavic blood coursing through my veins, and this sort of knowledge comes instinctively to me. I played while drinking
vodka and my plane became so powerful that I passed out and hit my head on small table.. Kicked off my youtube career that
went nowhere. 10\/1 I'll praise you my 4 subscribers. Leider misslungener Nachfolger...
Missionen sind so öde das man einschläft^^. Thought it seemed fun when looking the videos but when playing its just garbage.
Gets boring after first few maps since all you really need to do is use the walls to block the path of enemies and you instantly
win. Controls are horrible atm, its killing all the fun. Just absolute madness to try and put stuff down and if you accidentally
press space, it will gib all the items at once on the same spot you had bought and only can remove 1 item back to inventory.
Save your cash, unless you get it for under 1usd.

EDIT: if the controls are going to get redesigned to function way better i will glagly change this to positive. Paid like $10 soley
for an edgy soundtrack apparently. Game is so bad that there pretty much is no game. The only lie not being sold here was the
options as it was the correct plural of the use of the TWO very generous OPTIONS e.g. how loud do you want
your♥♥♥♥♥♥music or how quiet (the default is off) do you want your even worse sound FX. ♥♥♥♥ you Red Owl
productions and Ronnie whoever the ♥♥♥♥ you are go die.. I have to say this is an awesome loco add-on! Really good sounds
and horn and an okay bell. The cab interior is great and nicely detailed. The engine is modelled greatly with nice details. The
DLC comes with one CSX Genset engine(No crew variant as well) and a centerbeam car along with three scenarios.

Downside: The ditch lights aren't very bright and you have to manually turn them on with a switch and manually use a switch to
get them flashing. They don't flash with the horn blown like other locos. Other than that this DLC is great!
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